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1. INTRODUCTION
The Hall]Ringel algebra of an finitary ring R in particular a finite
. w xdimensional algebra over a finite field is by definition in 6 a free abelian
group with basis indexed by the isomorphism classes of finite R-modules
and is endowed with a product by counting filtration of finite R-modules.
It is an associative ring with the identity element. Such a kind of
Hall]Ringel algebra was introduced by C. M. Ringel in order to investi-
gate the connections between finite dimensional hereditary algebras of
w xDynkin type and simple complex Lie algebras. It turns out, see 1, 7, 8 ,
that the Hall]Ringel algebras for finite dimensional hereditary algebras
have a strong relationship with not only Kac]Moody Lie algebras but also
corresponding quantized enveloping algebras. These also stimulate the
study for the Hall]Ringel algebras themselves.
We find that any Hall]Ringel algebra has a nice property: its rational
extension has a universal PBW basis consisting of the isoclasses of all
*This research was supported in part by NSF of China and by the fellowships from the
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation.
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indecomposable modules; this is just like the PBW theorem for the
universal enveloping algebras of Lie algebras. As a consequence, the
rational extension of a Hall]Ringel algebra is generated by the isoclasses
of all indecomposable modules. We will give in Section 3 the definition of
a universal PBW basis and the exact statement and proof of the above
result.
Applying this result and the partial order introduced for its proof, we
will also consider several natural questions in studying the Hall]Ringel
algebras: When does a Hall]Ringel algebra equal some of its important
subrings, such as the subring generated by the isoclasses of simple mod-
ules, i.e., the composition algebra; and when does a finite dimensional
algebra over a finite field have Hall polynomials? In the case where R is
representation-directed, Ringel has given the positive answers for all the
w xquestions above, see 6, 8 . The aim of this note is to prove them in more
general settings.
w xRingel proved in 7 that if R is representation-directed, then the
rational extension of its Hall]Ringel algebra equals the rational extension
of its composition algebra. We will show in Section 4 that this is still true if
there is no short cycle in the category of all finite R-modules.
Let R be a finite dimensional algebra over a finite field. In the case
w xwhere R is representation-directed or cyclic serial, Ringel in 6, 9 and
w xGuo in 2 respectively proved that R has Hall polynomials. It has been
conjectured by Ringel that any representation-finite algebra has Hall
polynomials. We will show in Section 5 that if R is a representation-finite
trivial extension algebra or if there is no short cycle in the category of all
finite dimensional R-modules, then R has Hall polynomials.
We thank Professor C. M. Ringel; he suggested to us the name of a
universal PBW basis. The first named author is indebted to Professor I.
Reiten and Professor S. Smalù for the suggestion for simplifying the proofs
of Theorem 4.1.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we will fix notations and recall something about repre-
sentation theory of algebras and Hall]Ringel algebras. We also prove a
result in homological algebra which will play a crucial role in the proofs for
all of our main results.
We will always assume that R is an associative ring and have a set of
 .idempotents e g R i g I such that R s [ e Re . For a left R-mod-i i, jg I i j
ule M, we will assume that RM s M and M is of finite length, and we
w xdenote by M the isomorphism class of M. We will denote by R-mod the
category of all finite generated R-modules, by R-ind the full subcategory
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w xwhose objects are representatives of X with X indecomposable R-mod-
ule, and R-fin the full subcategory of finite R-modules in R-mod. All
results in this paper deal with algebras over finite fields, with all simple
modules finite, and also where all the extension groups are finite.
 .Given a finite Z-module M, we denote its length by l MZ
LEMMA 2.1. Let
gf
a : 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0
be a short exact sequence in R-fin. Then for any M g R-fin,
 .  1  ..  1  ..i l Ext M, B F l Ext M, A [ C and we ha¨e strict inequalityZ R Z R
 .if there is some h g Hom M, C which can't factor through g ;R
 .  l  ..  1  ..ii l Ext B, M F l Ext A [ C, M and we ha¨e strict inequal-Z R Z R
 .ity if there is some h g Hom A, M which can't factor through f.R
In particular,
l Ext1 B , B F l Ext1 A [ C , A [ C .  . .  .Z R Z R
and we ha¨e strict inequality if the short exact sequence is nonsplit. As a
consequence,
l Ext1 B , B s l Ext1 A [ C , A [ C .  . .  .Z R Z R
if and only if B s A [ C if and only if a is split.
 .  .Proof. i Applying Hom M, y to a , we obtain a long exact se-R
quence
d 1 1 1. . . Hom M , C ª Ext M , A ª Ext M , B ª Ext M , C . . . . .  .  .  .R R R
So we have
l Ext1 M , B . .Z R
F l Ext1 M , A q l Ext1 M , C y l Im d .  .  . .  .Z R Z R Z
s l Ext1 M , A [ C y l Im d .  . .Z R Z
F l Ext1 M , A [ C . . .Z R
 .If there is some h g Hom M, C which can't factor through g, then theR
above d is not zero and hence the last inequality above must be strict.
 .ii This follows by duality.
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In particular, if we take M s B, then
l Ext1 B , B F l Ext1 B , A [ C F l Ext1 A [ C , A [ C . .  .  . .  .  .Z R Z R Z R
 .If the equality holds, then any morphism in Hom A, A [ C can factorR
through f and hence a is split. It is clear that if a is split, then the
equality holds.
 .Let L, M , M , . . . , M g mod R. M , M , . . . , M is called a factor1 2 l 1 2 l
sequence of L provided there is a filtration of R-modules,
0 s L ; L ; ??? ; L ; L s L,l ly1 1 0
such that L rL ( M for i s 1, . . . , l. Denote by F L the numberiy1 i i M , . . . , M1 l
 .of filtrations of M whose factor sequence is M , . . . , M . The1 l
 .  .integral Hall]Ringel algebra H R of R is defined to be the free abelian
 4 w xgroup with a basis u indexed by the isoclasses M of finitew M x w M x
R-modules M with the multiplication defined by
u u s F L u .w M x w N x M , N w M x
w xL , LgR-fin
 .Here the sum is finite since R is finitary. The composition algebra C R is
 .  < 4the subalgebra of H R generated by u S simple .wS x
 .  .  .  .We denote by H R s H R m Q and C R s C R m Q the ratio-Q Z Q Z
 .nal extension of the Hall]Ringel algebra H R and composition algebra
 .C R , respectively.
Now we have the following consequence.
PRO PO SITIO N 2.1. Let L , M , M , . . . , M g mod R and1 2 l
 .M , M , . . . , M be a factor sequence of L. Then1 2 l
l l
1 1l Ext L, L F l Ext M , M . . [ [Z R Z R i i / /is1 is1
and we ha¨e strict inequality if L \ [l M .iis1
Proof. We use induction on l. The case l s 2 follows from Lemma 2.1.
For l ) 2, there is a submodule U of L with U , M such that LrU has al
 .factor sequence M , M , . . . , M . By induction we have1 2 ly1
l Ext1 L, L . .Z R
F l Ext1 LrU [ M , LrU [ M . .Z R l l
s l Ext1 LrU, LrU q l Ext1 LrU, M .  . .  .Z R Z R l
q l Ext1 M , LrU q l Ext1 M , M .  . .  .Z R l Z R l l
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F l Ext1 [ly1 M , [ly1 M q l Ext1 [ly1 M , M .  . /  /Z R i i Z R i lis1 is1 is1
q l Ext1 M , [ly1 M q l Ext1 M , M . . . /Z R l i Z R l lis1
s l Ext1 [l M , [l M . . /Z R i iis1 is1
If L ` [l M , then LrU ` [ly1 M or L ` LrU [ M and hence wei i lis1 is1
have strict inequality.
This completes the proof.
Given any R module M and any simple R-module, we denote by
 . dim M the Jordan]Holder multiplicity of S in M i.e., the number ofÈS
the composition factors in a composition series of M which are isomorphic
to S. We call the function dim M the dimension ¨ector of M. We say that
an indecomposable R-module M is uniquely determined by its dimension
vector provided that if dim M s dim N, then N , M, for any indecompos-
able module N.
Recall that a short cycle in R-mod is a pair of indecomposable R-
modules together with nonzero nonisomorphisms f : M ª N and g :
N ª M.
 w x.PROPOSITION 2.2 Reiten, Skowronski, and Smalù 4 . If R-mod has no
short cycle, then any indecomposable R-module is uniquely determined by its
dimension ¨ector.
3. THE UNIVERSAL PBW BASES OF
HALL]RINGEL ALGEBRAS
< <Given an finite set J, we denote its cardinality by J .
 .Let I be a set, let P I be the set of all finite subsets of I, let
< J < .  . <  . 4  .  . <  .P I s J, n J g P I , n g N , and let O I s J, $ J g P I and
4  .  .$ is a linear order on J . A map a : P I ª O I will be called a
 .  .weight-order map if a J s J, $ for some linear order $ of J. Write
 .  . J J JJ, $ s a , a , . . . , a if a $ a $ ??? $ a under the linear order1 2 m 1 2 mJ J
$ of J.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let A be an associative algebra over some field K
with the identity element 1 and let I be a non-empty subset of A which
doesn't contain 1. Then I is a uni¨ ersal PBW basis of A if, for any
weight-order ordered map a of I,
n n n1 2 m <Ja a ??? a J , n g P I , n s n , n , . . . , n , .  .  . 1 2 m 1 2 MJ J
 4a J s a , a , . . . , a j 1 .  . 51 2 m J
is a K-basis of A.
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Now we discuss the existence of the universal PBW basis in the
Hall]Ringel algebras.
We introduce the following partial order on the set of the isomorphism
 .  1  ..classes of modules in R-fin. Let d M s l Ext M, M .Z R
 < 4THEOREM 3.1. I s u X g R-fin indecomposable is a uni¨ ersal PBWw X x
 .basis of H R .Q
Proof. For any 0 / M g R-fin, let
<w xJ M s u X is an indecomposable summand of M ; .  4w X x
m  .it is a finite subset of I. If M , [ n X for i g N, let n s n , . . . , n .i i M 1 mis1
 .  .   . .Fix an order J M s u , u , . . . , u . Then a : J M , n ªw X x w X x w X x M1 2 m
 .u , u , . . . , u defines a weight-order map on I. By Proposition 2.1,w X x w X x w X x1 2 m
 .we have that if d M s 0, then
un1 un2 ??? unm s a uw X x w X x w X x M w M x1 2 m
 .and if d M ) 0, then
un1 un2 ??? unm s a u q a u ,w X x w X x w X x M w M x N w N x1 2 m
w x w xM % N
L  .  .where a s F for d N - d M , by Proposition 2.1. Clearly a /N X , . . . , X M1 m
 < 4  .0 is invertible in Q. Since u M g R-fin is a Q basis of H R , from thew M x Q
above formulas we see that
n1 n2 nm < mJu s 1 j u u ??? u M , [ n X for i g N, M g R-fin 4 w0x w X x w X x w X x i iis11 2 m J
= w x w xa J M , n s u X , . . . , u X . .  . 5M 1 m
 .is Q-linear independent and using induction with respect to d M for
M g R-fin we have that u is a linear combination ofw M x
n n n1 2 m <Ju u ??? u J , n g P I , a J , n s u , . . . , u .  .  .  . 5w X x w X x w X x w X x w X x1 2 m 1 mJ J
for any 0 / M g R-fin. Therefore
n n n1 2 m <Ju u ??? u J , n g P I , a J , n .  .  . w X x w X x w X x1 2 m J
s u , . . . , u j u s 1 4 . 5w X x w X x w0x1 m J
 .is a Q basis of H R . This proves that I is a universal PWB basis ofQ
 .H R .Q
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4. HALL]RINGEL ALGEBRAS AND
COMPOSITION ALGEBRAS
 .  .THEOREM 4.1. If R-mod has no short cycle, then H R s C R .Q
 .Proof. We prove that u is in C R for all M in R-fin, usingw M x
 .induction on the length l M of the R-module M.
 .The assertion follows trivially for M with l M s 1. Assume that
 .  .  .  .1 - l M and that u g C R for all N in R-fin with l N - l M .w N x
We first suppose that M is decomposable and M s N [ N with N1 2 1
indecomposable. If there exists an indecomposable R-module X with
 .  .dim X s dim M, then we have that Hom X, N s 0, or Hom N, X sR 1 R 1
0, since there is no short cycle in R-mod. We may assume that
 . XHom X, N s 0. Then F s 0. If such an X does not exist, thenR 1 N , N1 2
F Y s 0 for any indecomposable R-module Y since any indecomposableN , N1 2
R-module is uniquely determined by its dimension vector by Proposition
2.2. So we may assume that L is decomposable if F L / 0. We willN , N1 2
 .  1  ..  .prove by induction on d M s l Ext M, M that u g C R .Z R w M x Q
 . M MIf d M s 0 then u u s F u and F / 0. So by thew N x w N x N , N w M x N , N1 2 1 2 1 2
 .inductive assumption on the length we have that u , u g C R andw N x w N x Q1 2
 .  .hence u g C R . Let 0 - d M . Then we havew M x Q
u u s F M u q F L u ,w N x w N x N , N w M x N , N w L x1 2 1 2 1 2
w xL
where L ranges through all isoclasses of decomposable R-modules L with
 .  .dim L s dim M and d L - d M . By inductive assumption all such uw L x
 .are in C R . By the inductive assumption on the length we get u uQ w N x w N x1 2
 .  . Mg C R . So u g C R since F / 0.Q w M x Q N , N1 2
Now we suppose that M is indecomposable and let M9 be a submodule
of M where MrM9 s S is simple. Then
u u s F M u q F L u ,w S x w M 9x S , M 9 w M x S , M 9 w L x
w xL
where L ranges through all isoclasses of decomposable R-modules since
any indecomposable R-module N with F N / 0 is isomorphic to M byS, M 9
 .Proposition 2.2. We have just proved that all such u are in C R . Byw L x Q
 . Mthe inductive assumption on the length, we get u g C R . So F / 0w M 9x Q S, M 9
 .implies that u g C R .w M x Q
This completes the proof.
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5. HALL POLYNOMIALS
In this section, we consider the existence of Hall polynomials for some
algebras R of finite representation type. In particular, we will prove that
any representation-finite trivial extension algebra has Hall polynomials.
We also prove that if R-mod has no short cycle, then R has Hall
polynomials. Throughout this section, we assume that k is a finite field
and R is a locally bounded k-algebra, that is, R is an associative algebra
 4and R has a set of primitive orthogonal idempotents e such thati I
R s [ e Re , and both dim Re and dim e R are finite for all i g I.i j k i k ii, jg I
It is easy to see that R is finitary and R-mod s R-fin.
Let E be a field extension of k. For any k-space V, we denote by V E
the E-space V m E. Of course, R E naturally becomes an E-algebra. Wek
w xrecall from 9 that E is conser¨ ati¨ e for R if for any indecomposable
 .EM g mod R, End Mrrad End M is a field. R has Hall polynomials
provided that for any X, Y, Z g mod R, there exists a polynomial w Y gZ, X
w xZ T such that for any conservative finite field extension of k for R,
Y < < Y
E
E Ew E s F . .Z , X Z , X
Such a wY is called a Hall polynomial.Z X
Let R s kQ, where k is a prime field and Q is a quiver of type A .2
Then any finite field extension of k is a conservative field of R.
 < 4Let V s finite field extension E of k E is conservative for R . NoteR
that if R is representation-finite, then V is an infinite set.
If R is representation-finite and if R has Hall polynomials, then for any
M w xM, N , . . . , N g R-mod, there is a polynomial w g Z T such that1 t N , . . . , N1 t
for any E g V ,R
M < < M
Ew x E Ew E s F .N , . . . , N N , . . . , N1 t 1 t
This follows from the fact that for any 1 F i F t, we have
F M
E
E E s F M EE E E F LEE E ,N , . . . , N N , . . . , N , L N , . . . , N1 t 1 iy1 i t
w xL
w xwhere L goes through the isoclasses of all L g R-mod. In this case, we
also call w M a Hall polynomial.N , . . . , N1 t
 w x.By a similar discussion as above, we have the following see also 3
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let C be a full subcategory of R-mod closed under
isomorphisms and assume that R is representation-finite. If for any X, Y, Z g
R-mod with X g C , R has the Hall polynomials wY and wY , then for anyX , Z Z, X
M g R-mod and N , . . . , N g R-mod with at most one of the N 's not in C ,1 t i
R has the Hall polynomials w M .N , . . . , N1 t
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w xThe following two propositions are proven in 3 .
PROPOSITION 5.2. Assume that R is representation-finite. Then for any
M, N, S g mod R with S simple, R has the Hall polynomials w M and w M .S, N N, S
1  .Let A, B, X g R-mod. We denote by Ext B, A the set of exactR X
1  .  .sequences in Ext B, A with the middle term X, by W A, B; X the setR
<f , g gHom A , X =Hom X , B f injective, g projective, fgs0 , 4 .  .  .R R
 .and by V A, B; X the set of all the filtrations X = U = 0 of X such that
U , A and XrU , B.
PROPOSITION 5.3. For any X, A, B, . . . , R-mod, we ha¨e
< 1 < < <Ext B , A Aut X . XR RXF s .B , A < < < < <Aut A Aut B Hom B , A .R R R
In the proofs of the following results, we will need the following lemma.
w xIts proof is easy; see, for example, 6 .
w xLEMMA 5.1. Let w, c g Z T . And assume that c is monic. Then c
 .  .di¨ ides w if and only if the integer c q di¨ ides the integer w q for infinitely
many q g Z.
PROPOSITION 5.4. For any M, N g R-mod, there exists a monic Hall
polynomial w M[N.M , N
Proof. For any E g V , by Proposition 5.2, we haveR
< 1 E E < < E E <E EE EExt M , N Aut M [ N .  .M [NR RM[NF s .M , N E E E E< < < < < <E E EAut M Aut N Hom M , N .R R R
1  E E.E E EBy Lemma 2.1 we have Ext M , N s 0. Following PropositionR M [N
w x w x1.1 of 3 there exist monic polynomials g , a , a , a g Z T suchM , N M N M[N
that
< < < E E < < < < E <E Eg E s Hom M , N , a E s Aut M , .  .  .M , N R M R
< < < E < < < < E E <E Ea E s Aut N , a E s Aut M [ N . .  .N R M[N R
M[N M[N w xDenote w s a ra a g . By Lemma 5.1 we see w g Z TM , N M[N M N M , N M , N
and hence it is a Hall polynomial. Clearly w M[N is monic. This completesM , N
the proof.
Now we obtain some results about the existence of Hall polynomials for
some algebras.
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THEOREM 5.1. Let R be representation-finite and assume that for any
Y, X , X g R-mod with X indecomposable, R has Hall polynomials wY1 2 1 X X1 2
and w Y . Then R has Hall polynomials.X X2 1
Proof. By Proposition 5.1, for any Y g R-mod and X , X , . . . , X g1 2 s
ind R, R has the Hall polynomial w Y .X , X , . . . , X1 2 s
For any M, M g M g R-mod with all M / 0, we will prove by induc-1 t i
tion that w M exists.M , . . . , M1 t
 .Put l M s l, the length of the R-module M.
If l s 0, then take w M s 0. So we fix l ) 0 and assume that forM , . . . , M1 t
 . Nany s G 0 and N, N , . . . , N g R-mod with l N - l, w exists.1 s N , . . . , N1 s
Suppose that t s l. If there is some E g V such that F M EE E / 0,R M , . . . , M1 t
then all M must be simple and hence w M exists. If F M
E
E E s 0i M , . . . , M M , . . . , M1 t 1 t
for all E g V , we take w N s 0. So we can assume that l ) t and forR N , . . . , N1 s
s ) t and N , N , . . . , N g R-mod with all N / 0, w M exists.1 2 s i N , . . . , N1 s
If all the M are indecomposable, then we know that w M exists. Soi M , . . . , M1 t
we assume that for any X g ind R, w M exists and thatM , . . . , M , X , M , . . . , M1 iy1 iq1 t
some M s H [ H with H / 0 and H / 0. We use induction oni 1 2 1 2
 .   ..d M s l Ext M , M .i Z R i i
 . 1  E E.EIf d M s 0, then for any E g V , we have that Ext M , M s 0i R R i i
and that by Proposition 2.2, F L
E
E E / 0 implies LE , M E. ThereforeH , H i1 2
F M
E
E E E F M
E
i s F M EE E E E E E .E EM , . . . , M , . . . , M M , . . . , M H , H , M , . . . , MH , H1 i t 1 iy1 1 2 iq1 t1 2
By Proposition 5.3 there is a monic Hall polynomial w Mi and by theH , H1 2
above assumption there is the Hall polynomial w M .M , . . . , M , H , H , M , . . . , M1 iy1 1 2 iq1 t
So by Lemma 5.1, w M exists.M , . . . , M , . . . , M1 i t
 .If d M ) 0, then for any E g V , we havei R
F M
E
E E E F M
E
i s F M EE E E E E EE EM , . . . , M , . . . , M M , . . . , M , H , H , M , . . . , MH , H1 i t 1 iy1 1 2 iq1 t1 2
y F M EE E E E E F LEE E , M , . . . , M , L , M , . . . , M H , H1 iy1 iq1 t 1 2
w xL
w x  .  .where the sum takes over all L with L g R-mod and d L - d M . Ini
case L is indecomposable, we see that w M exists by theM , . . . , M , L, M , . . . , M1 iy1 iq1 t
above assumption. In case L is decomposable, we see by induction that
w M exists also. And by the above assumptions, bothM , . . . , M , L, M , . . . , M1 iy1 iq1 t
w M and w L exist. Note that we have a monicM , . . . , M , H , H , M , . . . , M H , H1 iy1 1 2 iq1 t 1 2
Hall polynomial w Mi . Therefore by Lemma 5.1, w M exists.H , H M , . . . , M , . . . , M1 2 1 i t
This completes the proof.
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We recall that if A is an algebra over some field k9, denoted by D the
 .dual functor Hom y, k9 , then DA has a canonical structure of thek 9
A y A-bimodule, and the trivial extension algebra of A, denoted by
A h DA, is a k9-algebra whose basic k9-space is A [ DA, the direct
product of k9-spaces A and DA, whose multiplication is defined by
a, w b , c s ab, ac q wb .  .  .
for any a, b g A and w, c g DA.
w xIn 3 , it has been shown that if R belongs to the class of
representation-finite trivial extension algebras or to the class of algebras
defined in the following corollary, then for any Y, X , X g R-mod with1 2
X indecomposable, R has the polynomial w Y and wY . Using the1 X X X X1 2 2 1
above theorem, we hence obtain the following.
COROLLARY 5.1.1. If R is representation-finite and there is a locally
bounded k-algebra A which is directed, such that there exists a co¨ering
functor F: A-mod ª R-mod, and for any M, N g R-mod there exist X, Y g
A-mod with FX s M and FY s N such that F induces the k-isomorphism
;1 1Ext X , Y ª Ext M , N , .  .A R
then R has Hall polynomials. In particular, if R is a representation-finite tri¨ ial
extension algebra, then R has Hall polynomials.
THEOREM 5.2. Assume that R-mod has no short cycle. Then R has Hall
polynomials.
Proof. Since R-mod has no short cycle, R is representation-finite and
any indecomposable R-module is uniquely determined by its dimension
vector.
By Propositions 5.1 and 5.2, for any Y, X , X , . . . , X g R-mod with all1 2 s
X simple, R has the Hall polynomial wY .i X , X , . . . , X1 2 s
For any M, M , . . . , M g R-mod with all M / 0, we will prove by1 t i
induction that w M exists.M , . . . , M1 t
 .Put l s l M , then length of M.
If l s 0, then take w M s 0. So we fix l ) 0 and assume that forM , . . . , M1 t
 . Nany s G 0 and N, N , . . . , N g R-mod with l N - l, w exists.1 s N , . . . , N1 s
If all the M are simple, then we know that w M exists. So wei M , . . . , M1 t
assume that some M are not simple.i
We first assume that M is decomposable and suppose that M s H [i 1
H with H indecomposable. If there exists an indecomposable R-module2 1
X with dimension vector dim X s dim M , then we have thati
 .  .Hom H , X s 0 or Hom X, H s 0 since R-mod has no short cycle.R 1 R 1
 . XWe may assume that Hom X, H s 0; then F s 0. If such an XR 1 H , H1 2
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does not exist, then F Y s 0 for the indecomposable module Y since theH , H1 2
indecomposable modules are uniquely determined by their dimension
vectors. So we may assume that Y is decomposable if F X / 0. We nowH , H1 2
 .   ..use induction on d M s l Ext M , M .i Z R i i
 . 1  E E.EIf d M s 0, then for any E g V , we have that Ext M , M s 0i R R i i
and that by Proposition 2.1, F L
E
E E / 0 implies LE , M E. ThereforeH , H i1 2
F M
E
E E E F M
E
i s F M EE E E E E E .E EM , . . . , M , . . . , M M , . . . , M , H , H , M , . . . , MH , H1 i t 1 iy1 1 2 iq1 t1 2
By Proposition 5.4 there is a monic Hall polynomial w Mi and by theH , H1 2
above assumption there is the Hall polynomial w M .M , . . . , M , H , H , M , . . . , M1 iy1 1 2 iq1 t
So by Lemma 5.1, w M .M , . . . , M M1 i t
 .If d M ) 0, then for any E g V , we havei R
F ME F M
E
i
E E E E EM , . . . , M , . . . , M H , H1 i t 1 2
s F M EE E E E E EM , . . . , M , H , H , M , . . . , M1 iy1 1 2 iq1 t
y F M EE E E E E F LEE E , M , . . . , M , L , M , . . . , M H , H1 iy1 iq1 t 1 2
w xL
w xwhere the sum takes over all L with L g R-mod decomposable and
 .  . Md L - d M . So w exists by induction, and by thei M , . . . , M , L, M , . . . , M1 iy1 iq1 t
above assumptions both w M and w L exist. NoteM , . . . , M , H , H , M , . . . , M H , H1 iy1 1 2 iq1 t 1 2
that we have a monic Hall polynomial w Mi by Proposition 5.4. There-H , H1 2
fore by Lemma 5.1, w M exists.M , . . . , M , . . . , M1 i t
We then suppose that M is indecomposable. Put H s top M / 0 andi 1 i
H s rad M / 0. Note that M is unique determined by its dimension2 i i
vector. So
F M
E
E E E F M
E
iE EM , . . . , M , . . . , M H , H1 i t 1 2
s F M EE E E E E EM , . . . , M , H , H , M , . . . , M1 iy1 1 2 iq1 t
y F M EE E E E E F LEE E , M , . . . , M , L , M , . . . , M H , H1 iy1 iq1 t 1 2
w xL
w xwhere the sum takes over all L with L g R-mod decomposable. We have
just proved that w M exists. By the above assumptionsM , . . . , M , L, M , . . . , M1 iy1 iq1 t
both w M and w L exist. Note F M
E
i s 1.E EM , . . . , M , H , H , M , . . . , M H , H H , H1 iy1 1 2 iq1 t 1 2 1 2MTherefore w exists. This completes the proof.M , . . . , M , . . . , M1 i t
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